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Let ly ,,..., vN be orthonormal functions in IRd and let u,= (-A)-“* v, or 
I+= (-A + l)-“* vi, and let p(x)=CIu,(x)[‘. Lp bounds are proved for p. an 
example being llp& ( A,N ‘lp for d) 3, with p = d(d - 2))‘. The unusual feature 
of these bounds is that the orthogonality of the I, yields a factor N”p instead of N, 
as would be the case without orthogonality. These bounds prove some conjectures 
of Battle and Federbush (a Phase Cell Cluster Expansion for Euclidean Field 
Theories, I, 1982, preprint) and of Conlon (Comm. Math. Phys., in press). 
The genesis of this paper is a problem posed by Battle and Federbush [2] 
in connection with their new approach to Euclidean co4 quantum field theory. 
The problem is related to the proof of stability in [2, Sect. 71. 
Let w ,,..., v,,, be N orthonormal complex valued functions in L’(ll?) and 
define 
Ui = (-d + nZ2)-“2 yi (1) 
p(x)= i I%W12, (2) 
i=l 
where A is the Laplacian and m > 0. Battle and Federbush prove that for 
d = 1, 2, and 3 and m > 0 there is a universal constant W such that 
IIp112 < Wm-2fdf2 N”‘. (3) 
They ask whether (3) also holds for d = 4, and also point out that no such 
bound can hold for d > 5. 
Equation (3) looks like a Sobolev inequality-and it is-except for one 
important innovation. The standard Sobolev inequality would have a factor 
N, not N”‘, in (3). What makes (3) interesting is that the orthogonality of 
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the vi yields N’12. If the vi were normalized, but not orthogonal, the best 
estimate in (3) would have N. Indeed, (3) is easily seen to hold with a factor 
N by the standard Sobolev inequality, even for d = 4. 
Here we shall not only prove (3) for d = 4 but will generalize the 
inequality (for all d > 1) to what is essentially the best possible-in the sense 
that any proposed strengthening will fail even for N = 1. 
The main results are the following, but generalizations are given in 
Theorems 3 and 4: 
THEOREM 1. Let w,,..., I,u,,, be orthonormal in L’(Rd) with u, and p given 
by (1) and (2). Then 
(i) d = 1. For m > 0, p E CoV”* (the Htilder continuous functions with 
exponent f) and p E L”. There is a universal constant L such that 
lb IL Q L/m. (4) 
(ii) d=2.Form>Oandall l&p<a,pELPand 
IIpllp < BP m-2’p N’Ip, (5) 
where BP is a universal constant. @ is not necessarily in L*.) 
(iii) d > 3. For all m > 0 (including m = 0), and with p = d(d - 2) - ‘, 
pEL* and 
IIPIIp<&N"P, (6) 
where A, is a universal constant (independent of m). 
Remark 1. If the orthogonality (but not the normality) of the w, is 
omitted, then the right side of (4) has to be multiplied by N, and N”P has to 
be replaced by N on the right sides of (5) and (6). In some sense the effect of 
orthogonality is most striking in (4). 
Remark 2. The theorem yields (3) for d = 4. For d = 1, 2, or 3, the 
theorem also yields (3) via the Holder inequality and the obvious fact (for all 
d), which follows by taking Fourier transforms, that 
IIPIL Urn-‘. (7) 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let us first study the situation for N = 1. The 
operator (-.4)-i’* = - Z is the Riesz operator while (-A + m’) - “* z J,,, is the 
Bessel operator. We refer to [7, Chap. V] for a discussion and definitions. 
What will concern us here is 
(a) For d > 3, Z is a bounded map from L* to L’ and from LS to L* 
with r=2d(d-2)-l ands=r’=U(d+2)-‘. 
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(b) For all d, J,,, is given by an integral kernel of the form 
G,(x -y) = md-’ G(m(x -y)). (8) 
The m dependence given by (8) accounts trivially (by scaling) for the m 
dependence in (4)-(7). Henceforth we shall take m = 1 and drop the m 
subscript. J has the same properties as I in (a) for d > 3. 
(c) For all d and 1 <p < co, the spaces J(Lp(Wd)) and L{(Rd) are 
identical (Lf = {f]f and Vf E Lp}). For d = 2, L: c Lp, all 2 <p < 03. For 
d = 1, iffE L*, then JfE L”O and JfE Co*“* (see [l, p. 981). 
Conditions (ah(c) account for all the statements in Theorem 1 except for 
the N dependence in Eqs. (4)-(6), which we prove next. 
(i) d = 1. Let V be a nonnegative function in L ’ n Lm which we think of 
as a multiplication operator. Let 
HE V”‘J , H* = JV”*. (9) 
By (c), H is a bounded operator from L* to L * and H* is its adjoint. Let 
K = H*H. K is compact, for 
TrK= o(x)R(x-y)dxdy<CIIIVIJI. 
II (10) 
The last inequality comes from the fact that R(x) = G * G(x) = C2 exp(-lx]). 
Let 1, >A,> ..a be the eigenvalues (including multiplicity) of K. Then for 
any N orthonormal functions vi, 
,i, lIH~,1l* <5 W Tr K. (11) 
i=l 
However, the left side of (11) is just j pV. Since s pV< C, I( VII, for any 
V E L ’ n La, (4) is proved. 
(ii) d = 2. The p = 1 case is given in (7), so assume 1 <p < cu. Again, 
consider the operator K with V =pp-’ EL’ with r =p’. By (c), H is 
bounded from L2 to L* and H* is its adjoint. Let T = Tr K’. Then 
T”‘,< C3 ]] VII,. (To prove this we can appeal to a general result of Cwikel 
[3] (see also Theorem 2 and [6, Theorem 4.11) that ]]]f(x)g(-iV)]]],,< 
C, llfl12, IIgl12r9 where Ill . Ill4 is the trace norm.) Using the same variational 
principle as in (i) we have that 
A, < N’IP 
I I 
2 i; I/r < C,N’Ip I( VII,. 
i=l 
(12) 
Since V=pp-‘, II VII,= IIpIIi-‘. 
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(iii) d > 3. First consider m > 0. For reasons of clarity we reintroduce 
the parameter m, namely, H = Y”‘J,. With VII2 E Ld, H and H* are 
bounded from L* to L2 by (a). If we try to imitate the d = 2 proof (with 
V=pp-‘) we would have, as in (12), j pV< C, N’IP ]]]K]]lt with t =p’ = d/2. 
However, ]]]K]]]t need not be finite; it is certainly not bounded by 1) Y&. 
A new idea is needed and this is provided by the 
Cwikel-Lieb-Rosenbljum bound [3-51. (This bound was proved by these 
authors by completely independent methods. The Cwikel and Rosenbljum 
methods extend to a wider class of operators, but for the operator of interest 
K, Lieb’s bound gives the best constant of the three.) 
First, K is compact. The nonzero eigenvalues of K are, of course, the same 
as those of B = HH*. B is called the Birman-Schwinger kernel [6]. Second, 
let n(V) denote the number of eigenvalues of K which are >l. Then 
n(V) < cy2 j vd’*. (13) 
Here C, is independent of m (as it must be). Since K is linear in V, (13) can 
be inverted to read 
(14) 
(Simply consider V/Aj and n( V/S) =j in (13).) 
Now we can imitate (12). Take V = p”- ’ whence 
I 
VP < 5 Jj Q C, II vIId/2 2 j-2'd < C, II VIId/2N'-2'd* (15) 
j=l j=l 
This completes the proof for m > 0. 
For m = 0 we take H = V”*I, H* = ZV’12. By (a), these are bounded 
from L2 to L* with a bound C, ]] VII,,,. Bound (13) continues to hold, and 
(15) is again true. Alternatively, we can note that for fixed w, u, = J,,, y 
converges pointwise a.e. to ti = 1~ as m + 0 by dominated convergence using 
the explicit integral kernels for J,,, and I (see [7, Chap. V, Theorem la]). 
Then (6) follows by Fatou’s lemma. 1 
VARIATIONS ON THE THEME 
An obvious generalization is to replace (1) by 
ui = (-A + m2)-U/’ WY, (16) 
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with a > 0, and with a < d if m = 0 (see [7]). Here p is still defined by (2). 
Equation (7) becomes 
MI1 < Nm-*“. (17) 
Cwikel’s theorem (31, the first half of which was mentioned just before 
(12), will be needed. See [6, Theorems 4.1 and 4.21. 
THEOREM 2 (Cwikel). (i) If f, g E L”(W’) with 2 < q < 00 then, with 
III4llq = w4q~ 1’qv 
Illf(~k(-wIII, < @w’q Ilfll, II gllq. (18) 
(ii) 1ffE Lq(Rd) and g E L”,(lR’), thenfir 2 < q < 00 there is afinite 
COnStant C4.d such that 
Illf(xk(-z~)IIIq,, < Cq.d kf~~, 11 gi1q.w (19) 
BY definition, II gllq,,,,= SUP~,~ t meas{xlt < I g(x)1)“4, and lllOlllq,w =
sup” 1, n lfq, where &>A,>-+- are the eigenvalues of the (compact) 
operator (O*O) . ‘I* Note that the nonzero eigenvalues of O*O and OO* are 
the same. 
In our application 
g(k) = (k* + my* 
and 
11 tdlq =Rq,d,n m-a+d’q, if aq > d and m > 0. (20) 
11 d,,, = Tci,u, if qa =d and m >O. (21) 
With this information, and by imitating the proof of Theorem 1, case 
d > 3, we have the following generalization of Theorem 1: 
THEOREM 3. (i) For all d, m > 0, and Q > 0 a finite universal constant 
B p,d,a exists such that 
IblIp < Bp,d,a Md-*u-d/p N’/P (22) 
provided that 
l<P<W when 2a > d, 
l<p<co when 2a = d, 
1 <p<d(d-2a)-’ when 2a < d. 
580/5 l/2-3 
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(ii) For all d, m = 0, 0 < a < d/2, and p = d(d - 2a)-‘, a finite 
universal constant A,,, exists such that 
IMP G Ad,NP. (23) 
Note. The q in (20), (2 1) is chosen to be 2p(p - I)- ’ when p > 1. Also, 
v=pp-l. 
In the foregoing, the operators H and H*, given ‘by (9), were used with 
V=p’ for some suitable r. Now let us consider the following problem as 
suggested by Conlon [8]: 
Consider the operator L given by the kernel 
L&Y) = 5 V,(x) Gm,a(x -v) Vi(Y), 
i=l 
(24) 
where G,,, is the kernel for (-d + M*)-=‘~ with a > 0, and with a < d if 
m = 0. Again, the (vi} are an orthonormal set. 
For d = 3, M = 0, and a = 2, Conlon [8] proved that when l/r + l/s = 3, 
2<r, S-C% I(f,Lg)I<( const) N”* ]]f]], I] g IIs (with (v, U) = St%). In this 
case, the operator L is the exchange Coulomb energy operator of 
Hartree-Fock theory. Conlon [8] suggested that the exponent f could be 
improved to 4 by using the results of Cwikel [3]. Subsequently, Conlon 
(private communication) was able to prove the Nil3 bound for r = s = 3 by a 
completely different method from that given below. The general case is 
contained in 
THEOREM 4. With L given by (24) and fE L’(Rd), g E L”(lRd), there 
are universal constants C, independent of the {vi), such that 
(i) For all d and all m > 0, 
(25) 
when l/r+l/s=a/dand2<r,s<ao. 
(ii) For all d and m > 0 
1 (f, Ld 1 < Cr.s.d,a m 
-a+d/r+d/s NIL I/r- I/s [lfll, 11 gags 
when l/r + l/s < a/d and 2 < r, s < co. 
ProoJ: Let H,= (-LI + m2)-4’2f and H, = (-d + m’)-“*g with 
P+y=a. Then I(Wi~Hf*H~Wi)I~IIH~WiII2IIH/W,II2 and Idf,Lg)l= 
ICY=“=l CWi,H,*HgVi)l < {iZ”E~ IIH~y/ill: E=‘=l IlH~v/iII:}“** For (9, use 
Theorem 2(ii) with rp= d, sy= d. For (ii), use Theorem 2(i) with 
r/3 > d, sy > d. For part (i), one mimics the proof of Theorem 1, d > 3. For 
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both parts, it is necessary to note that the orthonormality of the {vi} implies 
that Cy=, )I J+,ll: < Cy=, Li, where A, < 1, < . . - are the eigenvalues of 
H*H. 1 
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